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St. Bonaventure University president Sister Margaret Carney, O.S.F., in a story printed Thursday in this paper, said
that student enrollment at the school has been declining the last four years.
This was old news to SBU faculty and staff that had already been notified — via an email from Sister Carney — of
canceled salary increases, elimination of various employee positions and reduced hours for many more. In
working to balance the budget, Sister Carney wrote in the email, “it became apparent that we needed to make
some adjustments in our staffing in view of our reduced student population.”
The conundrum isn’t unique to St. Bonaventure.
Institutions of higher education across the country are
faced with free-falling enrollments.
What does this have to do with sports, you ask?
Quite a bit, frankly.
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In many ways, the St. Bonaventure men’s basketball
program is the front porch of the university.
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It, like many marquee college athletic programs in the
U.S., has the ability to provide attractive curb appeal to
potential students and donors with deep pockets.
After Jordan Gathers netted a 3-pointer at the buzzer to
beat Saint Louis in this year’s Atlantic 10 quarterfinals,
the shot was replayed over and over again on ESPN
and other national outlets. The #Bonnies were hot on
Twitter, Facebook and other social media platforms.
Gathers and the Bonnies garnered positive widespread publicity for the university that it otherwise wouldn’t
have been able to achieve.
The Bonnies basked in even grander exposure when future NBAer Andrew Nicholson led the team to the
Atlantic 10 title and NCAA tournament in 2012. Bona played on national television three times that season and
were featured prominently in The New York Times, USA Today and on various high-traffic digital platforms,
among others, leading up to its NCAA tournament game.
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Yet, in terms of student enrollment — and presumably the quality of students applying to the school — St.
Bonaventure hasn’t capitalized on all that great free publicity generated by its basketball team.
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SBU isn’t unique in this regard, either. Its time in the national spotlight was fleeting — gone in less time than it
takes to compose a Tweet. It takes sustained success — and exposure — in high-profile athletics to
progressively move the enrollment needle.
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In academic circles, this is often referred to as the “Flutie Effect” — a phrase coined in the aftermath of Doug
Flutie’s famous Hail Mary pass to beat Miami in 1984. The play and victory brought Boston College national
acclaim. It also brought about contrasting — and debated — reports of student application increases at the
school in the years following.
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I BECAME fascinated with the “Flutie Effect” early in my graduate schooling. For my thesis project, I pored over
numerous research studies that examined the effect of intercollegiate athletic success on student enrollment.
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The results were definitive: Men’s basketball programs that routinely make and advance in the NCAA
tournament — and subsequently enjoy lasting national exposure — bring their school admissions office more
and better student applications.
On the other hand, basketball schools that enjoy postseason success only every so often — a la St.
Bonaventure — see no increase in either quality or number of applications.

slideshow
Sister Margaret, in partial reaction to SBU’s declining enrollment, has proactively sought a partnership with
Hilbert College. Such a maneuver is far wiser than throwing more money at the athletics department in hopes
that the men’s basketball team exponentially spruces up the university’s front porch for passersby.
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Regardless, studies on athletics department expenditures have shown increased spending to have little to no
impact on the win-lost column. The movers and shakers at St. Bonaventure should know this well by now, as its
sports programs often perform beyond expectation in the Atlantic 10, despite consistently having the
conference’s smallest athletics budget.
Men’s basketball at St. Bonaventure, unequivocally, is a crucial asset to the university and its well- being. It just
may not be as significant as some believe it to be.
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(Vinny Pezzimenti, a Times Herald sports writer, can be reached at sports@oleantimesherald.com)
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Rick Miller/Olean Times HeraldThis view of Red House Lake in
Allegany State Park has been blocked from the Stone Tower for
many years. Park crews recently removed the trees blocking the
view.
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Fred Eade (left) and Jim Bardenett, who have led the drive to
honor Olean native Louis Zamperini, discuss plans for a tribute
following an ad hoc committee meeting this week.
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ST. BONAVENTURE — Without being totally sure, St.
Bonaventure women’s basketball coach Jim Crowley wasn’t
about to emphatically declare that his team had just clinched
the No. 2 seed in the Atlantic 10 Tournament, which begins
next Wednesday at the Richmond Coliseum.
Updated: 12:53 pm | See more
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